A new Sesame-type table for the electrical conductivity of aluminum is described. The table is based on density functional theory calculations and ranges from 10 −3 to 1 times solid density (2.7 g/cm 3 ), and from 10 −2 to 10 3 eV in temperature. The table is compared to other simulations and to experiments and is generally in good agreement. The high temperature, classical limit of the conductivity is recovered for the highest temperatures and lowest densities. The table is critically evaluated and directions for improvements are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical conductivity in dense materials is an important physical parameter for a variety of applications. For example, it is needed for modelling magnetic liner fusion experiments [1] and pulse power experiments [2] , or the dynamo effect in the core of planets [3] .
In the low density, high temperature regime, classical methods using Coulomb Logarithms are accurate [4] [5] [6] and quick to evaluate. However, in the dense regime these approaches break down due to effects like ion correlation, partial ionization, core-valence orthogonality, degeneracy, and multiple scattering effects [7] .
An alternative approach is to use accurate models, that are too expensive and complicated to be used directly in applications, to make data tables. For example, Rinker [8] made Sesame [9] data tables based on an average atom approach coupled to the Ziman approximation [10] . This method is reasonable in the degenerate regime (high density, low temperature), but is inaccurate elsewhere. Desjarlais [11] also made Sesame tables by adjusting the Coulomb Log based Lee-More model [5] to better match available experimental data among other improvements. Another approach is to use a chemicalmodel [12] , which can be rapid to evaluate but does not include some relevant physics like ionic structure (for a review see reference [13] ).
We take the approach of using high fidelity density functional theory (DFT) based calculations to model the entire density-temperature plane of interest where the material is a fluid. We focus on aluminum, as it is a widely used conductor, but the approach can be applied to other materials. We employ two methods: the accurate but expensive density functional theory molecular dynamics (DFT-MD), coupled to the Kubo-Greenwood approximation [14] , which is practical for degenerate systems, and the more approximate Potential of Mean Force approach [15] , which is accurate for moderate to weakly degenerate plasmas and is relatively inexpensive.
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with the average atom model [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , but we have opted not to use this approach as it remains to be proven that this contains the correct limiting behaviour at high temperature, and is more computationally expensive. In contrast, the potential of mean force approach which relies on the relaxation time approximation does recover the classical limit [22] and is rapid to evaluate.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF TABLE
The table ranges from 10 −3 to 1 times solid density, taken here as 2.7 g/cm 3 , and from 10 −2 to 10 3 eV in temperature. We start by calculating the electrical conductivity for the full range of the table using the potential of mean force model of reference [15] . This model uses the BGK [23] approximation (also know as the relaxation time approximation). The electron relaxation time is calculated using the quantum mechanical expression for the momentum transport cross section
where p is the electron momentum, the η l are energy dependent phase shifts and the sum over angular momentum quantum number l converges. The phase shifts are evaluated by solving the Schrödinger equation for the scattering potential. This potential, the potential of mean force V M F (r), is calculated using the finite temperature DFT based average atom-two component plasma model (AA-TCP) developed in references [24, 25] . The potential of mean force recovers the Debye-Huckel potential at high temperature and low density. It takes into account core states, core-valence orthogonality, ionic structure (through the pair distribution function), and partial ionization. This approach to the conductivity becomes inaccurate in systems where the density of states of scattering electrons deviates strongly from free-electron like behaviour. For example, in the expanded metal regime, with temperatures of ∼ 1 eV, and densities ∼ 1/10 th of solid (i.e. warm dense matter), where electron states are relocalizing as density is reduced, this model will be inaccurate (see [15] ). In general, however, this model is reasonably accurate and computationally inexpensive, allowing construction of wide ranging tables. Since this is a DFTbased model we must choose an exchange and correlation potential. We have used the temperature dependent LDA parameterization of reference [26] . For the electron-electron contribution to the electrical conductivity we have used the formula given in reference [27] .
As a more accurate approach in the warm dense matter regime, we employ quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which decouples the ionic from the electronic components. The ions move according to classical equations of motion governed by forces due to the ions and electrons. The electrons receive a quantum mechanical treatment based on temperature-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) [31] . We follow the Kohn-Sham (KS) implementation and solve for the electronic orbitals over a set of atoms in a periodically-replicated cell; these orbitals in turn determine the electrical conductivity through the Kubo-Greenwood (KG) approximation [32] .
We have performed DFT-MD calculations with the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP [33] [34] [35] [36] ), using the Generalized Gradient Approximation in the Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof formulation for the exchangecorrelation (XC) functional (GGA-PBE) [29, 37] and a GW three-electron (3e) plane augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential (PP) [38, 39] [30] , and the model of reference [15] (V M F (r)). were performed at constant temperature using the Nose-Hoover thermostat with a time step of 1-2 fs at a single k-point (Gamma), containing all orbitals or bands with Fermi-Dirac occupation greater than 1×10 −4 . Samples containing 64 atoms at density ρ were first equilibrated at temperature T for at least 2 ps. From this trajectory, we extracted five to ten snapshots separated by a time interval of roughly 2 τ in order to determine the frequency-dependent (ac) electrical conductivity by the KG analysis for temperatures between 0.25eV and 10eV. Snapshots separated by the characteristic or e-folding time τ for the velocity autocorrelation function of the self-diffusion coefficient are generally considered uncorrelated (τ ≈ 20-140 ps depending on the density and temperature). For the optical analysis, we employed the Gamma-point or a 2x2x2 Monkhorst-Pack (MP) grid with four irreducible k-points with the number of bands from twice to three times the MD choice (set I). We have also tested convergence using a 4x4x4 MP grid with 32 k-points, a GW 11e PAW, and a samples of 128 and 250 atoms (set II). We find for temperatures above 0.5eV, the canonical choice of 64 atoms, GGA-PBE XC functional, GW 3e PAW, and 4 k-points produces results converged within a few percent those of set II for the dc conductivities. For temperatures below 0.5eV, we employ set II although set I gives conductivities within 10%.
We use this method as a benchmark and adjust the table to fit these calculations. Figure 1 shows the points calculated by these models. Most of the temperaturedensity plane is covered by the potential of mean force model. In the warm dense matter regime the DFT-MD results are used to guide the interpolation and extrapolation regimes where the V M F model is less accurate. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the new table (Sesame 23715) to our DFT-MD calculations. By construction, the agreement is very good.
In figure 3 , we examine the 2.7 g/cm 3 isochore, which displays the new table (Sesame 23715), our DFT-MD calculations, DFT-MD calculations of Witte et al. [30] using two different exchange-correlation potentials (PBE [40] and HSE [41] ). Our PBE results agree with those of Witte et al. [30] over the entire temperature range. We also find the need to employ larger k-point and atom samples to obtain converged results below about 0.5eV. This requirement could arise from several conditions, for example, the advent of chemical processes that require more subtle representations of the medium and reactions or the proximity to melt (≈ 1000K). Simulations around melt are notably difficult to perform with methods such as DFT; also, the external constraint applied by the periodic boundary conditions on a small cell can lead to artificial effects, such that representing a disordered (liquid) system under these conditions becomes nontrivial. For example, we show in Fig. 4 by means of the radial distribution function at ρ=2.7 g/cm 3 , the increase in structural features in the form of nearest-neighbor peaks as the temperature decreases.
The potential of mean force results (V M F ) are also in reasonable agreement with the DFT-MD ( figure 3) , and the agreement improves as temperature increases. The new table (by design) matches the DFT-MD using PBE at the lower temperatures and the V M F results at high temperatures. Also shown is the older Sesame 29371 based on the model [5, 11] . Some significant differences between the Tables are observed (> 50 %) that could be important in applications (e.g. [42] ).
In figure 5 , we compare the new table to the experiments of DeSilva et al [43] and Clèrouin et al [44] . These experiments test the difficult expanded metal regime at relatively low temperature, and test our interpolation regime (figure 1), where we have used Akima interpolation [28] . The agreement is reasonable, given that there is a significant discrepancy between the experiments themselves, and with the DFT-MD of reference [14] . The results of the V M F model (not shown, but identical to the new table for densities < 0.27 g/cm 3 ) are sensitive to the choice of exchange and correlation potential in this regime. Here we have used the temperature dependent LDA [26] . In reference [15] we used a zero temperature parameterization [47] , and found better agreement with the DFT-MD (which also used a zero temperature parameterization). The reason for this sensitivity is the low ionization of the system, and hence the small number of conducting electrons. A small absolute change in this number caused by changing the exchange and correlation potential is a significant relative change, hence the effect on the conductivity. We have chosen to use the more physically complete temperature dependent exchange and correlation potential [26] . Also shown in the figure is the older Sesame 29371 [43] , experiment of Clérouin et al [44] , and DFT-MD of Desjarlais [14] . 2.42 g/cm 3 2.40 g/cm 3 2.29 g/cm 3 2.18 g/cm 3 2.08 g/cm 3 1.97 g/cm 3 1.88 g/cm 3 1.78 g/cm 3 
FIG. 6: (Color online) Comparison to the experiments of
Gathers [45] . These data have recently been confirmed by another experiment [46] . Also show are DFT-MD results of Witte et al [30] . The line connecting the Sesame 23715 points serves only as a guide to the eye. regime in figure 6 . These data have recently been confirmed in reference [46] . Also shown are DFT-MD results from reference [30] . The new table agrees well with the PBE calculations, as expected since it was constructed to match our own PBE calculations in this regime (but not these exact points). The table and the PBE results overestimate the data. HSE calculations by the same authors [30] demonstrate sensitivity to the exchange and correlation potential in this regime. At high temperatures and low densities the conductivity should be well described by the Spitzer model [4] where the conductivity increases proportionally to T 3 2 along an isochore. In figure 7 isochores from the table are shown. At the lowest density (10 −3 times solid density), the model clearly reaches this classical result. This behaviour is not enforced, but rather is a consequence of the BGK model coupled to the quantum cross section (equation (1)) going over to its classical limit. From the figure, as density is increased, this classical behaviour is reached at increasingly high temperature, and for the two highest densities the classical behaviour is not reached by 1000 eV.
In the solid regime ( figure 1) we have used the same model as given in reference [5] . The adjustable parameter in that model is tuned to match the data given in reference [49] . The melt line is tuned to fit the experiment of reference [46] . Note that no special consideration is given to the solidus-liquidus region, or to the liquid-vapour coexistence region. The model of reference [5] is simply used below T melt , and above T melt the DFT based model is used. In figure 8 we show a comparison of the new table to the experiments of reference [46, 48] . To avoid interpolation artifacts we have shown the two isochores [46] that their data in the solid phase should be regarded as an estimate. The liquid phase data are thought to be accurate ( figure 6 ).
III. DISCUSSION
The new table recovers the known limit at high temperature and agrees reasonable well with the limited experimental data available. Though it interpolates (using Akima interpolation [28] ) through the low temperature expanded metal regime, this interpolation was guided by DFT-MD calculations and as a result is reasonable in this regime. The table is based on DFT calculations that have no adjustable parameters. However, the choice of exchange and correlation potential is clearly important in the low temperature regime (at high temperatures the results are insensitive to this choice). It seems likely that our DFT-MD results would be made more accurate by using the HSE functional, though this is much more computationally expensive and we are already pushing the limits of what is practical for table production.
The simple model that we have used for the solid phase could be improved but such an effort would only be warranted if lower temperatures (i.e. below 10 −2 eV ≈ 116 K) or higher accuracy are needed. Further, we have given no special consideration to the solidus-liquidus region, or to the coexistence region. This could be improved, but is difficult in practice due to the finite size limitations of the DFT approach.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A new Sesame-type table for the electrical conductivity of aluminum has been presented. The table is constructed from density-functional theory based calculations. Comparisons to experiments in the solid, liquid and plasma regimes show good agreement. The high temperature, classical limit is recovered. Avenues for improvement have been discussed. The table should be useful for users in the dense plasma community. I: DFT-MD results is units of 10 6 S m −1 . The value is obtained from averaging the conductivity over 10 snapshots, and the error corresponds to the standard deviation over the 10 measurements. Cases with low density and/or high temperature require up to several thousands of bands for the MD alone, and were excluded due to the high computational cost. Cases with low temperature and low density resulted in solid-like configurations, and were also excluded. 
